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ABSTRACT
Nunes, Salome Kenneth. M.S.A.S.E. Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering,
Wright State University, 2021. Performance of a Dual Plane Airfoil Model with Varying Gap,
Stagger, and Decalage using Pressure Measurements and Particle Image Velocimetry.

The dual-plane airfoil has been adopted in the design of aircraft wings, wind turbine blades,
and propellers. The purpose of this research is to investigate the most important design parameters
of a dual-plane airfoil model for the best aerodynamic performance, such as gap, stagger, and
decalage. The dual-plane airfoil model was designed using the S826 profile. A mechanical
mechanism with electrical actuator control is particularly designed to alter the gap and stagger
smoothly, as well as the angle of attack (AOA) for each airfoil. It results in a gap range of 1.38c to
2.17c, a stagger range of -0.75c to 1.75c (c is the chord length), an AOA range of -10 to 20 degrees.
The decalage angles of 0, 1, and 2 degrees are adopted in the tests for AOA=12 degrees. A lowspeed open-circuit wind tunnel at Wright State University is used for the experiment at two
Reynolds numbers, 𝑅𝑒=6×104, and 𝑅𝑒=1×105, respectively. Both airfoils are equipped with 21
pressure tap holes around the airfoil in the middle section. Pressure distribution data around the
airfoil is sampled at a rate of 400 Hertz using the DSA 3217 Pressure Scanner. The collected data
is processed to calculate the pressure coefficient on the surface of both airfoils. The pressure
distribution profiles are generated and compared at various gaps, staggers, and decalages. Lift and
drag coefficients are calculated by integrating the pressure distribution over the airfoil. It has been
found that both stagger and gap have a significant effect on the pressure distribution at AOA of 12
degrees for the bottom airfoil. A gap ranges from 1.38c to 1.57c can suppress the separation and
increase the lift coefficient of the top airfoil at various staggers and decalages. A stagger of 1.75c
and negative staggers at a gap of 1.38c can suppress the separation and increase the lift coefficient
of the bottom airfoil. Due to boundary layer separation, negative staggers are not effective for
𝑅𝑒=6×104. The decalage effect is distinct at a decalage of 2°. But this effect is only observed for
the top airfoil. Thus, the dual-plane airfoil model is most effective at decalages of 0° and 1°. It
indicates that the relative position of the two airfoils plays a very important role in the overall
aerodynamic performance of the dual-plane airfoil. The aerodynamic efficiency calculation shows
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that a maximum efficiency (L/D) of 20.7 is obtained at a gap of 1.38c, a stagger of 1.75c, and a
decalage of 0° for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and a maximum efficiency of 21.1 is obtained at a gap of 1.38c, a
stagger of -0.50c, and a decalage of 0 for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. Pressure distribution data was also collected
for a single airfoil configuration to compare the performance of the dual-plane airfoil model with
the single airfoil model. It was found that the single airfoil model generated a maximum efficiency
of 9 at AOA=13° degrees for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and a maximum efficiency of 9.8 at AOA=13° degrees for
𝑅𝑒=1×105. The underlying flow physics is studied through detailed flow field quantification using
particle image velocimetry (PIV). The PIV measurements on the flow over the top and bottom
airfoils are obtained in correlation with the pressure measurements. The suppression of the
separation due to the certain gap and stagger is revealed by the PIV measurements, which validates
most of the pressure data collected during the pressure tests.
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1. Introduction
Dual-plane airfoil has been adopted in the design of aircraft wings, wind turbine blades, and propellers. The
purpose of this research is to investigate the important design parameter for a dual-plane airfoil model such
as gap, stagger, and decalage for the best aerodynamic performance. Recent studies have shown that closely
coupled dual airfoil systems possess aerodynamic advantages over the single airfoil configuration [1]. This
could lead to designs that are more efficient due to the lower drag of the dual airfoils. This research uses
the pressure coefficient profile to find the lift and drag at different position combinations. The underlying
flow physics is studied through detailed flow field quantification using particle image velocimetry (PIV).
Aerodynamic

efficiency

is

a

measure

that

assesses

a

design

to

generate

aerodynamic forces for efficient flight parameters. It is usually calculated as the lift to drag ratio. This
research is focused on finding the aerodynamic efficiency when the gap, stagger, and decalage are arranged
in different combinations. This will help identify significant combinations which can then be implemented
in achieving the best aerodynamic designs. This efficiency will be compared to the performance of a single
airfoil to demonstrate its benefits in the future.
The process of using pressure coefficient profiles to optimize dual-plane airfoil configurations requires
testing conditions that enable a variety of positions and angles to be tested in succession for laminar and
turbulent conditions. Data can be collected during testing and processed to observe how the pressure
coefficient changes through the testing region. In this experiment, the change in pressure coefficient is
studied across the upper and lower surfaces of a dual-plane airfoil system. The data will be plotted to
observe trends across the airfoils to develop profiles of the derived pressure coefficients to determine
optimal configurations. A pressure coefficient profile is also obtained for a single airfoil configuration to
compare its performance with the dual plane airfoil model.
By applying PIV, velocity distributions can be obtained using lasers in a particle tracer-filled fluid
environment. These particles can be photographed in rapid succession to calculate their motion through
space over a set amount of time. From this, the velocity can be derived from the change in position of each
particle. With that information, the results can be compared to known values of air velocity, and other
properties such as vorticity, Reynold’s stresses, and turbulent kinetic energy can be calculated. In this
experiment, these values will be used to verify results gathered from pressure coefficient profiling, with
emphasis on the configurations that show the greatest cases of efficiencies.

1.1 Background
The application of dual airfoils in a system to create or improve certain results has been a valuable design
in aerospace engineering. In 1903, the wooden and fabric Wright Flyer soared through the skies, employing
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two sets of wings in a biplane configuration. The lightweight and durable construction allowed enough lift
to sustain flight in a deliberate and controlled fashion. At that time, tandem wing configurations proved
consistently more successful and reliable than efforts in monoplane designs, but as new materials became
available and developments in aerospace physics occurred, the cantilever single-plane design became
increasingly prominent [2].
Despite the rise of the monoplane to prominence, pursuits to further optimize tandem wing configurations
to maximize the benefits of dual airfoils have continued. Following a study by the University of Dayton to
better understand the aerodynamics of biplanes, a follow-up test was conducted “to determine the optimal
performance of the configuration as a whole based on the prediction of how these individual factors affect
the aerodynamic efficiency.” This test showed distinct trends in lift and drag behaviors depending on the
gap and stagger settings as well as the decalage. Figure 1 shows a visual aid for defining gap ‘g’, stagger
‘s’, and decalage ‘δ’. As shown in the figure, the gap is defined as the vertical distance between the leading
edges of the two wings perpendicular to the free stream. Stagger is the horizontal distance between the two
wing leading edges parallel to the freestream. The angle of attack is the angle between the chord of an
airfoil and the direction of the freestream and decalage is the difference between the angles of incidence of
the two airfoils; this is positive if the incidence of the upper wing is greater than that of the lower wing.

Figure 1: Dual-Plane Airfoil Configuration where g is gap, s is stagger, and δ is decalage [3]

For example, Figure 2 shows the radical new Transonic design by Boeing and NASA that uses a dual airfoil
wing instead of a single airfoil configuration. With what the manufacturer terms a “lightweight, ultra-thin
and more aerodynamic wing concept," Boeing has along with NASA created an original wing structure that
could leave other planes in the dust. Wind tunnel tests at NASA's Ames Research Center and almost a
decade's worth of study led to the Transonic Truss-Braced Wing in its current form [4].

2

Figure 2: Boeing-NASA-transonic-wing-design

1.1.1 Single-Plane Airfoil
Single-plane airfoils have been a staple in engineering for a long time, with the windmill being one of the
earliest examples. In aviation the concept was applied as early as 1909, however, with wood and fabric still
being the primary materials, the design proved too unstable for sustained lift. The period from 1910 to the
1930s showed pivotal steps towards standardizing single-plane designs. Metal proved far more reliable for
structural integrity but came at a price of additional weight and aspect ratios. These properties combined
with developments in knowledge regarding the role that laminar and turbulent flows play in creating lift
and drag shaped the tendency to choose monoplane designs for further advancements. As a result, the dualplane designs were applied much less frequently.
The cantilever design of the single plane was not without its shortcomings compared to the dual plane.
Absent the more truss-like construction, airfoils are subject to much more bending stresses that abbreviate
the lifespan [2]. This concern was downplayed by the increased use of metal over wood, however, another
tradeoff for performance was made. Metals gradually became the materials of choice for construction, but
to match the structural integrity of biplanes, more material was required to counter the lifting forces at work.
Aerospace designs to shape performances for single-plane designs prove more convenient with more
emphasis on properties such as wingspan or airfoil geometry. Optimizing one set of wings is a matter of
adjusting such traits to create a specific balance between lift, maneuverability, and fuel efficiency. While
these are also of concern with multi-plane designs, the latter provides more conditions that further
complicate the development of ideal performance designs.
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1.1.2 Dual-Plane Airfoil
While properties that guide single-plane design, such as aspect ratio, are of concern in a dual-plane system,
other properties such as gap, stagger, and decalage, have considerable influence on lift and drag. The role
these properties play in tandem wing configurations was tested using Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) by
Youngren and Drela [5] to determine the level of influence each of these parameters had on aerodynamics.
The results suggested “little variation of the lift to drag ratio for varying decalage angles.” Additionally,
these AVL computations showed little difference between negative and positive positions with linear
increases in lift coefficient as the angle of attack is altered at each position. This showed that in cases trends
suggesting a proportional increase in lift on upper and lower wings in smaller stagger configurations. A
trend in gap behavior was also observed in this study. An increase in lift coefficient was correlated with an
increase in the gap on both airfoil surfaces for a constant angle of attack (AOA) of 5 degrees. However, this
increase tapered off at a gap of 1c and began decreasing for further increases in the gap.
An experiment conducted by the University of Dayton [3] tested these computations that provided
implications of minimal viscous effects within the tested conditions. Results showed that an increase in gap
resulted in an increase in the lift efficiency for negative stagger configurations. By extension, in positive
stagger configurations, an increase in gap led to reductions in the lift efficiency. Additionally, an increase
in gap resulted in reductions of individual wing performances similarly to increases in stagger.
1.1.2.1 Gap
In an experiment where stagger settings of -1c, 0c, and 1c were used as control variables, gap positions
were altered from 0.5c to 2c to determine changes in lift coefficient as the gap changed. To further
characterize the data, the AOA was altered at each gap setting. In general, higher gaps resulted in higher
lift coefficients, however, differences in rates of increase could be observed. Trends among all gaps were
shown to be increasingly similar for all 1c tests with identical slopes. For stagger 1c, gap 0.5c and 1c showed
a linear increase in lift coefficient values as AOA was increased. At stagger 0c, gap 0.5c showed a similar
trend, however, the gap 1c had a noticeably steeper slope. Correlations among all gaps tested for negative
staggers were far more detached. All tested gaps showed similar rates of increase, but the higher gaps
resulted in much higher lift coefficients.
Positive staggers generally produced higher drag coefficients for all gaps. Negative staggers produced a
wider range of drag coefficients, depending on the gap. A gap of 0.5c was determined to have a minimum
drag coefficient of approximately 0.175 while a gap of 1c and 2c both resulted in a coefficient higher than
0.35. “From a potential flow standpoint, as the distance between vortices is increased, their expected mutual
influence would be reduced.”
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1.1.2.2 Stagger
In the experiment conducted by the University of Dayton [3], it was concluded that when stagger was
negative, the increasing gap increased the lift efficiency and when stagger was increased positively, the
increasing gap had reduced effectiveness. However, this experiment only tested staggers with a step size of
0.5c. To investigate the stagger effect in detail, this research focuses on staggers -0.75c to 1.75c with a step
size of 0.25c. This will help understand the behavior of the system as the stagger transitions from negative
to positive. This will also help understand the concept of ineffective stagger.
1.1.2.3 Modern Developments in Dual-Plane Airfoil Technology
Despite the monoplane becoming the industry standard for aerospace engineering, dual-plane airfoil designs
are still seeing technological developments. In the University of Dayton prototype report Unique Stealth
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Houck Aircraft Design Program [6], a more modern design for a tandem
wing configuration was presented. Figure 3 shows a model developed to demonstrate newer methods of
employing this design. This design features “an upper and lower set of wings joined at the two wingtips by
curved flow guides.” In the center is an aerodynamic column where an aircraft fuselage would be installed
with the lower airfoil staggered to the front of the model. Key elements with the Houck design include
varying chord length with a gradient camber on the top airfoil as it transitions to the bottom airfoil. This
design was developed to reduce wing tip vortices that cause losses in energy due to drag; a common concern
with single-plane airfoils. In testing, this design did show cases where gust stability increased because of
the absence of laminar separation bubbles.

Figure 3: Styrofoam model of a Houck airfoil [6]
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Several tests including software simulations with a CAD model and physical testing in a wind tunnel were
conducted to verify and confirm data. While certain properties, such as lift and drag coefficients, did
correlate with experimental data, further testing revealed potential blind spots in designs. This test was not
able to reliably correlate experimental results during testing. Furthermore, it was not determined which
properties contributed to this lacking correlation. While this development shows that the interest in applying
dual-plane technology continues, it also highlights areas to continue investigations.

1.2 Environmental Conditions
Engineering airfoil configurations for peak performance requires regard for the environment in which the
system is operating. While a purely laminar flow would maximize lift, in practice even laminar layers will
separate and result in a turbulent flow. This introduction of turbulence means an increase in drag, which is
further exacerbated by the inclusion of additional airfoils into the system. Additionally, the angle of attack
can contribute to increasing drag coefficient. While to some extent, increasing AOA will reduce drag and
improve the lift coefficient, as the angle increases to greater than 8 degrees, the lift coefficient drops
substantially while drag increases significantly, likely where the separation bubble of the laminar flow
bursts.

1.2.1 Laminar Conditions
A laminar flow is generally a more convenient condition as the streamline remains smooth and parallel,
allowing more lifting force and less drag. It is particularly important for Micro Air Vehicles, which are
flying within a low Re regime. However, maintaining these conditions in practice and experimentation
proves challenging due to the fragile nature of the laminar state. The Reynolds number proves useful in
ensuring conditions are laminar, but given the dependency on fluid density, fluid velocity, and length of the
boundary layer, maintaining these circumstances is nigh impossible. It is possible to cultivate the
requirements for observation to better understand fluid behaviors and the transition to turbulent flows.
According to the study [7], the laminar separation bubble formed in the case of low Reynolds numbers
presents the transient behavior of laminar flow separation. Given how delicate a laminar boundary layer is,
the introduction of an adverse pressure gradient can result in flow separation and the formation of laminar
bubbles. Controlling the behavior of these separations and bubbles proves complicated and requires
attention to the transient behavior of a streamline. By studying fluid behavior around an airfoil using surface
pressure measurements and particle image velocimetry, streamline profiles were produced showing that as
these bubbles burst, an increase of drag and decrease of lift occurred, especially as the angle of the airfoil
increased. At the least, this demonstrated how submissive laminar conditions are to changes in the system,
but it also provided an opportunity to observe in greater detail the transition to turbulent flow and the
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resultant influence it has on aerodynamic performance. Figure 4 shows a close-up of the cross-sectional
view of the leading edge of an airfoil with the laminar separation bubble forming under the boundary layer.

Figure 4: Schematic of a laminar separation bubble forming under the boundary layer [7]

1.2.2 Turbulent Separation Conditions
The tendency towards turbulent flows in aerodynamic environments is an ongoing challenge in optimizing
the airfoil performance. Unlike laminar conditions, turbulence across an airfoil results in a reduction of lift
and an increase in drag. As the laminar boundary layer increases, the pressure gradient creates more space
for laminar separation bubbles and turbulence, especially when considering the curvature of an airfoil that
partially blocks the incoming laminar flow.
In an experimental study, turbulent flow separations demonstrated the consequences of bursting laminar
separation bubbles and the results on lift and drag [7]. The study used pressure measurements and PIV to
collect data regarding the airflow behavior around an airfoil in a low Reynolds number environment. The
research observed that as laminar separation bubbles burst, the lift was consistently reduced as drag
increased. The study found that the boundary layer separated more as the AOA became increasingly severe,
and at an increasingly faster rate as the AOA continued to increase. In cases where the AOA was as high
as 12 degrees or more, the separation bubble would burst, resulting in an adverse pressure gradient that
caused airfoil stall [7].

1.3 Testing Procedures
In this report, two types of experimental measurements are applied. The first is the pressure coefficient
measurements around the airfoil. The pressure coefficient profiles were obtained with a high or a low wind
speed flowing into the test region to analyze the dual-plane airfoil model. Pressure taps along the central
span were used to collect samples of air pressure to observe how the pressure coefficient changes over the
7

airfoil surface. The data is compiled into a computer where it can be further processed, and surface pressure
distribution profiles can be obtained.
The second method is Particle Image Velocimetry. This method collects data by using smoke as tracer
particles in the flow to make the fluid behavior of air visible. A laser beam is used to illuminate these
particles and a high-speed camera is used to capture images of the flow.
Pictures are taken in rapid succession as lasers beams are emitted in pulses which reflect off a mirror and
onto the test region. This process calculates the distance through cross-correlations between tracer particles
in each picture to determine the velocity. From those calculated values, the velocity flow field can be further
deduced. Due to the importance of capturing images of the illuminated particles, it is important to have
lighting conditions as dim as possible and reflective surfaces minimized except for the reflecting mirror.

1.3.1 Pressure Coefficient Profile
Building a pressure coefficient profile is a convenient way to observe the distribution of pressure across a
surface in a test. The pressure-coefficient plots illustrate how the pressure changes as the fluid moves across
the surface of the airfoil. This is very useful to indicate stalled airfoil, flow separation, transition, and
reattachment, etc.
In the study of Hu and Yang [7], pressure coefficient profiles were used to study pressure changes as the
AOA was increased from 6 degrees to 14 degrees. It determined that in smaller angles, the surface pressure
coefficient profiles along the upper surface reached their negative peaks near the leading edge. In the range
from 8 to 12 degrees, a region of nearly constant pressure was located, followed abruptly by an increase in
surface pressure coefficient. However, as the AOA exceeded 12 degrees, the negative pressure coefficient
peak decreased substantially, and upper surface pressure became nearly constant indicating a stalled
condition. The pressure coefficient profile method was used to verify that in the case of a low-Reynoldsnumber airfoil, laminar separation bubble formation necessarily includes a laminar portion and a turbulent
portion. Figure 5 shows the plots generated in this study for pressure coefficient profiles of a series of
decalages at a constant stagger as the gap is changed.
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Figure 5: Pressure coefficient profile of an airfoil at a constant stagger for a range of angles as gap changes [7]

1.3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a technique in which tracer particles are introduced in the flow that is
being studied. These particles are illuminated using a thin laser sheet within a specific plane while
simultaneously recording the image. Additionally, a second pulse is initiated, after the first pulse has
disappeared, to capture the succeeding time frame of the image. A pair of images with a short time
separation is generated for cross-correlation analysis. These images are then used to further analyze and
establish an instantaneous velocity field that encompasses the planar section of the observed flow [8]. PIV
can provide a large spatial resolution with thanks to the advancement of high-resolution cameras, but the
time domain is limited due to the laser repetition rate [9]. An experimental setup for PIV is shown in the
following figure.
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Figure 6: Experimental arrangement for PIV in a wind tunnel [9]

Hu and Yang used particle image velocimetry to compare and corroborate data acquired in the pressure
coefficient profiling [7]. The experiment used an airfoil in a wind tunnel with oil droplets as tracer particles.
A double-pulsed laser was employed to emit two pulses at a specific wavelength of 532 nm with a repetition
rate of 10 Hertz into a mirror that reflected the beam along the underside of the airfoil, parallel to the chord
length cross-sectional direction. This laser pulse illuminated the particles so a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera could capture the laser pulses which fed the images into a computer for further processing.
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2 Dual-Plane Airfoil Apparatus Design
2.1 Apparatus Frame
The dual-plane airfoil apparatus frame is built by 25 × 25𝑚𝑚2 t-slot beams, which are assembled in two
tiers: the gap frame and the stagger frame, shown in Figure 8. The stagger frame is the elongated section
that functions as the base of the overall mechanism. Two actuators are fixed to the frame such that they run
along the length of the device. These actuators are fastened to plexiglass endplates which secure the bottom
airfoil in place. These endplates are used to maintain air pressure conditions within the immediate airfoil
space. They are fastened to sliders which guide the airfoil along the length of the frame as it moves. A
rotating black plate is mounted inside the endplates to change the angle of attack. A lever fastened to a rod
protruding from the airfoil is secured to a plate with a range of angles notated on it. This affords the operator
the means to change the angle of attack.

Figure 7: Dual-plane airfoil apparatus inside a wind tunnel [10]

Figure 8: Dual-plane airfoil apparatus [10]
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The gap frame is the cubic region that sits on top of the stagger frame. Functionally, it operates the same as
the bottom airfoil with actuators that translate the top airfoil position. It features the same end plate and
black plate design to maintain pressure conditions during testing, and the angle of attack is altered by the
same means as the bottom airfoil. The key difference is the actuator positioning is such that the airfoil will
move vertically during testing [10].

2.2 Electronic Devices
The gap is altered using two Actuonix P16-P actuators, which, while having a total stroke of 100 mm, were
only used for 80 mm. The stagger is changed using two Actuonix T16-P actuators with a stroke of 300 mm.
The actuators connect to a circuit board powered by a 12.0 V power supply which connects to a National
Instruments USB 6211 DAQ card that connects to the computer. Through these devices, the positions of
the stagger and gap are altered using a LabView program. Finally, a pressure sensor is used to sense air
pressure samples and convert them into a computer for collection and further analysis.

Figure 9: Block Diagram and Front Panel for the LabVIEW code used to control the actuator movement
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Figure 9 shows the LabVIEW code that is used to control the actuator movement. The position for each
airfoil can be controlled using this code. The red portion takes in the user input for the desired position. If
the desired values entered exceed either the maximum or minimum position limits, one of two round LED
indicators (shown in Yellow above) illuminate warning the user of the unacceptable condition. The blue
portion compares the potentiometer position reading to the desired value using the comparison function
shown in the green portion. The desired stroke can be entered in the front panel. After running the code, the
current gap will show the gap value at that instant.

2.3 Airfoils
In this experiment, two S826 steel airfoils are used in tandem configurations. Figure 10 shows a 3D model
of the airfoil design used. Each features a chord length of 100 mm with a span of 300 mm. Each airfoil is
notched with 21 taps along the top and bottom surfaces in the chord length direction. These taps have
internal ducting that feeds to air hoses for data collection in pressure measurements. The coordinates of
each of these taps are shown in Figure 10 and Table 1. Tap hole 22 shown in Figure 10 is not an actual
coordinate. Hence, the data at this trailing edge coordinate is found using extrapolation.

Figure 10: 3D model of the airfoil [10]

Figure 11: S826 airfoil with tap hole coordinates

Tap hole
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

x/c
0.00
0.04
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.27
0.35
0.43
0.52
0.63
0.76
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y/c
0.00
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.06

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

0.92
0.04
0.09
0.13
0.22
0.32
0.45
0.62
0.85
1

0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04
-0.03
0.00
0.02
0

Table 1: S826 Airfoil tap hole coordinates
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3 Experiment Setup
3.1 General Setup Steps
The overall setup is shown in Figure 12. The airfoil model placed inside the wind tunnel is controlled using
actuators. The tap holes on the airfoil are connected to the DSA 3217 Pressure Scanner using Tygon tubing.
This scanner is connected to the host computer to collect pressure data.

Figure 12: Equipment setup for Pressure testing

For all pressure coefficient profiles and PIV tests, specific setup procedures must be conducted to ensure
that test conditions are consistent, and environments are properly contained. The wind tunnel requires
minor adjustments, and the dual-plane airfoil apparatus must be set to specific states at the start of each test.
Additionally, setup procedures specific to pressure coefficient profiling and PIV are required before testing
can begin.

3.1.1 Wind Tunnel
The wind tunnel is used to create laminar and turbulent conditions for the airfoils. Using the control panel,
the speed was set to 12 Hertz for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 20 Hertz for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. This generates a flow velocity of
around 9.1 m/s for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 15.7 m/s for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. The door to the apparatus is to be closed and
secured tightly to prevent any air pressure leakage before turning the wind tunnel on. Once the tunnel fan
is activated, testing can commence. During a test cycle, the wind tunnel is deactivated so the decalage can
be adjusted accordingly.

3.1.2 Dual-Plane Airfoil Apparatus
At the start of each set of tests, the airfoils are set to their respective starting positions; the top airfoil is set
to the minimum gap of 138 mm and the bottom airfoil is set to the most negative position of -75 mm. The
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angles of each airfoil are adjusted accordingly with the bottom airfoil remaining at a constant 12 degrees in
the clockwise direction and the top airfoil beginning at 12 degrees in the clockwise direction as well. Before
testing, the apparatus is verified to be in a specific location inside the wind tunnel.

3.2 Pressure Coefficient Profile Setup
3.2.1 Determining Free Stream Properties
At the start of each pressure coefficient profile test, the free-stream properties must be determined. To
calculate these values, a pitot tube is set up on the apparatus to establish a baseline pressure. The tube is
fixed to the apparatus frame and leveled to ensure the input is facing towards and parallel to the incoming
streamlines. This collects samples using a DSA 3217 Pressure Scanner as shown in the following figure to
measure the static and total pressure. The DSA 3217 digital sensor arrays incorporate temperature
compensated piezoresistive pressure sensors with a pneumatic calibration valve, RAM, 16-bit A/D
converter, and a microprocessor in a compact self-contained module. The precision of the pressure
acquisition system is ±0.2% of the full scale (±10 in. H2O). During the experiment, each pressure transducer
input was scanned at 400 Hertz for 60 s.

Figure 13: DSA 3217 Pressure Scanner

The pressure values, along with the current room temperature and barometric pressure, are used to calculate
air density, velocity, and the Reynolds number. Once per hour, the parameters must be updated as
temperature and barometric pressure change through testing cycles. The dynamic pressure ‘q’ is calculated
using the following equation.
𝑞 = 𝑃𝑇 − 𝑃∞
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(1)

Where 𝑃𝑇 is the total pressure and 𝑃∞ is the freestream pressure. Density ‘𝜌’ is calculated using the
following equation:
𝜌 = 𝑃/𝑅𝑇

(2)

Where P is atmospheric pressure, R is constant, and T is temperature.
Velocity ‘𝑣’ is calculated using equation 3.
2𝑞

𝑣 = √𝜌

(3)

Reynolds number ‘𝑅𝑒’ is calculated using the following equation.
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝑙
𝜇

(4)

Where l is the chord length of the airfoil and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid which is 1.816×105.
When the free stream parameters have been collected, air hoses that feed out of the airfoils are to be
connected to the pressure scanner. Because the scanner collects samples for taps at a time, the taps tested
at any given time are to be documented. For the benefit of consistency, the output hoses were numbered
and coordinated with designated inputs on the pressure sensor. As tests are completed, taps are to be
switched accordingly.

3.3 Particle Image Velocimetry Setup
To prepare for PIV testing, several devices must be placed in specific locations. The experimental setup for
PIV testing is shown as follows.
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Figure 14: Equipment setup for PIV testing

This experiment uses the Imager sCMOS CLHS LaVision camera which is specially designed for the
demanding applications in laser imaging applications such as Particle Image Velocimetry which requires
low light imaging combined with large signal variations, highest temporal and spatial resolution over large
fields of view illuminated by the laser sheet [11]. This camera is positioned such that it is facing
perpendicular to the airfoil cross-section and fixed to a support that can move incrementally as the stagger
is increased or decreased. A Litron Nano S 30-30 PIV laser is used for laser beam emission. This laser
model has a wavelength of 532 nm with pulse energy of 2mJ, stability of 2% and duration of 8 ns, and a
repetition rate of 0-30 Hertz. For this experiment, the laser beam was adjusted such that it would pulse a
beam thickness of about 1.5 mm at the center, along the chord length of the airfoil with the help of a mirror
positioned at an angle within the apparatus on the tail end of the airfoil. The Programmable Timing Unit
PTU X is LaVision’s universal synchronizer and timing unit which is the hub of all intelligent imaging
systems. It generates precise trigger pulses for cameras, lasers, and other external devices under the control
of DaVis 8.3.0 software. The Δt between two frames is set at 10µs and the recording rate is set at 14.29
Hertz. For PIV testing, a total of 1000 images were collected for every set. The Rosco Alpha 900 Fog
machine is used to generate smoke particles with a size of 0.25-60 microns. To ensure the influence of
reflective objects is minimized, the apparatus frame, as well as many parts in the system, were painted black
and the wind tunnel was covered with black fabric.
The PIV test images were processed using the cross-correlation method with multi-pass iterations. Crosscorrelation is a method that uses the comparison of a set of pixels in one image with another set of pixels
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in a second image, where the light intensity at two points of time along with a separation vector contributes
to the cross-correlation. In this method, the images are divided into equal-sized windows for further
comparisons. Each window, within the first image, is evaluated inside a search region of the second image.
The search region is larger than image one’s window for the window to move around within the search
region, therefore, providing multiple correlation values. After all the possibilities are evaluated, the region
with the highest correlation coefficient is used as the indicator for how far the particles, for that window,
traveled between the succeeding images. This process continues until each window from the initial image
has an associated region from the second image [12]. For this experiment, an initial window size of 64×64
with a 50% overlap was used. This was followed by a 32×32 window size with a 50% overlap.
For the bottom airfoil, a scale ratio of 11.8 pixels = 1mm was set up. Thus, for a 16×16 pixel window, the
resolution of the vector field was calculated to be one vector per 1.4mm. Similarly, for the top airfoil, a
scale ratio of 12 pixels = 1mm was set up and a resolution of the vector field was calculated to be one vector
per 1.3mm.
For PIV algorithms the intensity is crucial in calculating the displacement. If the power output from the
first laser pulse to the second differs, then the intensity of the particles also contrasts. Therefore, a higher
level of error is introduced into the calculation of the displacement. The PIV uncertainty measurement
depends on the noise level, out-of-plane vector length, window size, overlap rate, seeding density, and
particle size. For this experiment, the overall maximum uncertainty for the in-plane velocity magnitude is
estimated as 2% of the in-plane velocity magnitude based on the analysis of [13]. The error due to noise is
estimated to be about 0.02 pixels. The out-of-plane vector length is estimated as 2%. The uncertainty in
vorticity calculation is estimated to be about 4% [14].

3.4 Testing Procedure
3.4.1 Pressure Coefficient Profile
The testing procedure to develop the pressure coefficient profile requires the use of data collection hardware
and computer software to quantize and compile the information. Through test cycles, adjustments to the
gap, angle of attack, and stagger are made using LabView codes with actuators and manual alterations.
Each configuration is tested in both laminar and turbulent conditions. The data collected from this is sent
to a computer using the pressure scanner. These provide the conditions required for data collection and
processing.
The data is collected using a collection program ScanTel that compiles all values into a text document. This
data is then imported into an Excel program that organizes the values in order of which tap the values were
collected. Next, the values are averaged and imported into a script that derives the pressure coefficient ‘𝐶𝑝 ’
based on the value of the Reynolds number calculated.
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𝐶𝑝 =

𝑝−𝑃∞

(5)

1
𝜌𝑣 2
2

Where p is the pressure at the tap hole and 𝑃∞ is the static pressure.
3.4.1.1. Pressure Coefficient Profile Test Cycles
Test cycles for developing pressure coefficient profiles hold stagger at constant positions ranging from -75
mm to 175 mm, separated in 25 mm increments, with 0 mm stagger occurring with both airfoils vertically
aligned. At each stagger position, the bottom airfoil is held at a constant 12 degrees in the clockwise
direction while 3 different angles are tested on the top airfoil ranging from 12 degrees to 14 degrees in 1degree increments. At each decalage setting, 9 gap settings are tested from 138 mm to 217 mm in
approximately 10 mm increments. All positions are tested for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. Table 2 shows all
configurations for the stagger of -75 mm. These decalage and gap configurations are applied to all relevant
stagger values.
Stagger Decalage
(mm) (Degrees)
-75
0

138

147

157

167

Gap
(mm)
177

187

197

207

217

-75

1

138

147

157

167

177

187

197

207

217

-75

2

138

147

157

167

177

187

197

207

217

Table 2: All Testing Configurations for stagger -75 mm

3.4.2. Particle Image Velocimetry
The testing procedure for particle image velocimetry features similarities to steps taken in pressure
coefficient profiling, though key differences are present. In each test cycle, gap, stagger, and angle of attack
are to be altered accordingly, and by the same means as the pressure coefficient profile phase. These tests
are conducted at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. However, testing conditions are to be as dark and non-reflective
as possible to minimize interferences with the laser and data captured on the camera. The camera collects
1000 images of each test which are then compiled on a computer to show the flow of particles through the
test section.
By analyzing and processing these images, this test provides a visual aid in the actual physical behavior of
the streamlines. Key physical properties of the test environment can be determined, such as the velocity as
determined by following the movements of the particles. By comparing the change in position of tracer
particles, the velocity of the particles can be determined for comparison to the values calculated in pressure
coefficient profiling. Additionally, this allows the direct physical observation of the location and behavior
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of laminar separation bubbles. Further processing can also aid in determining the Reynolds Stresses as well
as turbulent kinetic energy; properties that cannot be determined using pressure coefficient profiling.
3.4.2.1 Particle Image Velocimetry Test Cycles
Test cycles for collecting images in particle image velocimetry hold the gap at a constant position of 138mm
and vary stagger ranging from -75 mm to positive 125 mm, separated in 25 mm increments. PIV results at
a stagger of 150mm and 175mm and a gap of 207mm and 217mm could not be tested due to limitations
with the equipment setup. At each stagger position, the bottom airfoil is held at a constant AOA of 12
degrees while 3 different AOAs are tested on the top airfoil ranging from 12 degrees to 14 degrees in 1degree increments. These configurations are tested based on the positions determined to be the most
efficient from the pressure coefficient profile testing. All positions are tested for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105.
The camera is fixed to a sliding base and aligned with the airfoil. As the stagger is changed, the camera is
adjusted accordingly. A laser sheet is redirected along the chord length of the airfoil by the high-reflective
mirror, parallel to the mainstream. To control lighting noise in the test section, room lights are turned off
and a black cloth is placed around the wind tunnel. During each test, a fog machine generates smoke/oil
particles with a diameter of ~1𝜇𝑚, and releases tracer particles into the tunnel. The camera collects 1000
image pairs for further processing. Table 3 shows all configurations for the gap of 138 mm.
Gap
(mm)
138

Decalage
(Degrees)
0

-25

Stagger
(mm)
0 25 50

-75

-50

75

100

125

138

1

-75

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

100

125

138

2

-75

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

100

125

Table 3: All testing configurations for gap 138 mm

3.4.3 Pressure Coefficient Profile for Single Airfoil
To compare the performance of the dual-plane airfoil to a single airfoil model, the bottom airfoil was taken
out from the model and pressure testing was done for the top airfoil at all AOAs from -6 to 18 degrees. This
was done for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 as well as 𝑅𝑒=1×105.

3.5 Processing
3.5.1 Pressure Coefficient Profile
After all pressure coefficients have been calculated, the data can be processed and plotted. Using a Python
script, the pressure coefficients are plotted as the dependent variable for the gap positions (Refer to
Appendix B). For each test, the stagger and decalage are held at constant values. Plots were generated for
every gap, stagger, and decalage configuration for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105.
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3.5.2 Lift and Drag
Once the pressure coefficients over the airfoil surface are calculated, the next step is to calculate the lift and
drag for each position combination using a python script (Appendix B).

Figure 15: Airfoil with pressure tap hole coordinates

Figure 15 shows the airfoil profile at 𝐴𝑂𝐴 = 0 degrees with four pressure tap coordinates. The pressure at
each of these taps is 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 and 𝑝4 respectively. Lift and drag between the two coordinates on the upper
surface of the airfoil are calculated as follows:
𝑝1 +𝑝2
) (𝑥2
2

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[1,2] = − (

𝑝1 +𝑝2
) (𝑦2
2

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[1,2] = (

− 𝑥1 )

(6)

− 𝑦1 )

(7)

For the lift and drag calculation on the lower surface of the airfoil, the following equations are used:
𝑝3 +𝑝4
) (𝑥4
2

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[3,4] = (

− 𝑥3 )

𝑝3 +𝑝4
) (𝑦4
2

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[3,4] = − (

(8)

− 𝑦3 )

(9)

Hence, the total lift and drag over the top surface and the bottom surface is calculated using the following
equations:
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] = ∑𝑛1 (−

𝑝𝑛 +𝑝𝑛+1
)×
2

𝑝𝑛 +𝑝𝑛+1
)×
2

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] = ∑𝑛1 (

𝑝𝑛 +𝑝𝑛+1
)×
2

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] = ∑𝑛1 (

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] = ∑𝑛1 (−

(𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛 )

(𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛 )

(𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛 )

𝑝𝑛 +𝑝𝑛+1
)
2

× (𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛 )

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

To find the lift ‘L’ and drag ‘D’ at an angle of attack α, we use the following equations:
𝐿 = 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) − 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] × 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝛼)

(14)

𝐷 = 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡[𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼) + 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔[𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒] × 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛼)

(15)

In a dual airfoil configuration, the above equations can be used to calculate lift and drag for the top and
bottom airfoil and the total lift and drag of the system will be the sum of lift and drag generated by each
airfoil respectively.
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𝐿(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) = 𝐿(𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙) + 𝐿(𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙)

(16)

𝐷(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) = 𝐷(𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙) + 𝐷(𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙)

(17)

The aerodynamic efficiency at a position combination is calculated as follows:
𝐸 = 𝐿(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)/𝐷(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)

(18)

The lift and drag coefficients over an airfoil surface are calculated using the following equations:
𝐶𝑙 = 1
2

𝐿
𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙

𝐶𝑑 = 1

𝐷

𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙

(19)
(20)

2

3.5.3 Particle Image Velocimetry
For the images collected for each set in PIV tests, the raw vectors are processed by using LaVision DaVis
software. An in-house C++ code is used to eliminate bad vectors and then calculate the time-averaged
velocity, vorticity, Reynold’s stress, and Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE). These processed results are then
plotted using TecPlot software to show the average velocity of the flow, streamlines of the mean flow
velocity, instantaneous velocity fields, instantaneous vorticity distributions, Reynolds Stresses, and
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE).
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4 Results
4.1 Single Airfoil configuration
To compare the performance of the dual-plane airfoil with the single plane configuration, the bottom airfoil
was removed from the model, thus converting it to a single airfoil system. Pressure coefficient distribution
for the airfoil was obtained at AOA -6 to 18 degrees. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the pressure distribution
for some AOAs for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively.

Figure 16: Pressure distribution for Single Airfoil for AOA from 7 to 18 degrees at 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 17: Pressure distribution for Single Airfoil for AOA from 7 to 18 degrees at 𝑅𝑒=1×105

AOAs 7, 8, 10, and 12 show a constant plateau region over the top surface of the airfoil. As the AOA
increases, no separation of the laminar boundary layer is seen until AOA is 16 degrees. For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, a
separation starts to occur at AOA 17 and 18. This separation is not observed for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. A maximum
Cp value of -5.3 and -5.7 is at α = 18° for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively. The maximum Cp value
can be seen decreasing as the AOA is decreased. However, these results do not confirm with the results
seen in the study of the laminar flow separation on the same airfoil [7] and the results shown in the
Performance of the NREL S826 airfoil [15]. This was due to the error of angle setup in the airfoil model.
The angle setup was off by 3°. Hence, the angle calibration and results were corrected to account for this
error.
The following figure shows the pressure coefficient distribution at AOA 0°, 4°, 8°, and 12° after angle
correction.
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Figure 18: Pressure coefficient comparison for various angles of attack

These results are compared to the results obtained in Ref [15]. The pressure coefficient profile at α = 0°and
4° has a maximum pressure coefficient of approximately -1 and -1.4 respectively around the mid-span. This
agrees with the results seen in the reference experiment [15]. For higher angles of attack of 8° and 12°,
maximum pressure coefficient values of approximately -2 and -4.5 are obtained respectively. This agrees
with the results seen in the reference experiment [15]. The slight discrepancies could be attributed to the
less spatial resolution near the leading edge on the upper surface or interference due to the model structure.
The following figure shows the lift drag coefficients at different angles of attack.
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Figure 19: Lift and Drag coefficients at different angles of attack

As the AOA increases, the lift coefficient increases as well. After α = 13°, the lift coefficient starts
decreasing. The drag coefficient increases steadily as the AOA changes from 0 to 11°, then remains
consistent till AOA 14°, and then starts increasing beyond this AOA again. Thus, a maximum lift and
minimum drag are obtained at α = 13°. In the reference study, a maximum lift coefficient of approximately
1.55 was obtained at α = 13° for Re =1×105. The drag coefficient at this angle is approximately 0.1. In this
experiment, a maximum lift coefficient of approximately 1.6 is obtained at α = 13° for Re =1×105. This
shows a 3.12% error associated with the maximum lift coefficient. A drag coefficient value of
approximately 0.17 is obtained at this angle. This difference in the drag coefficient values is similar to the
lift coefficients. This error could be a result of the effect of walls due to the model structure.

4.2. Pressure coefficient distribution for Dual Plane Airfoil
4.2.1. Pressure coefficient distribution for Gap 138mm, Decalage 0
Figure 20 shows the measured surface pressure coefficient distribution for the top airfoil and Figure 21
shows the surface pressure coefficient distribution for the bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0 (both
airfoils are at AOA 12 degrees) for varying staggers from -75 mm to 175 mm for 𝑅𝑒=6×104. As seen from
the figure, the pressure distribution on the lower surface of the airfoil does not vary a lot compared to the
upper surface. For the upper surface of the bottom airfoil, a significant change in pressure coefficients can
be observed. This is expected because the top airfoil has a more distinct impact on the upper surface rather
than the lower surface of the bottom airfoil. In contrast, the existence of the bottom airfoil has a significant
effect on both the upper surface and lower surface of the top airfoil. For the top airfoil, it can be observed
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that the stagger of 75 mm shows the lowest pressure coefficient of -4.9 on the upper surface, which is about
two-fold of the lowest coefficient at the stagger of -75 mm, which is -2.5. Comparison between this
maximum and minimum pressure coefficient value on the upper surface shows a change of 96%. The single
airfoil configuration at AOA 12° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 shows the lowest pressure coefficient of -4.1 on the upper
surface. This shows a 20% change in the lowest pressure coefficient value when the single airfoil
configuration is changed to a dual-plane airfoil model.
The lift coefficient can be calculated through the integration of the pressure coefficient over the surface,
which is equivalent to the area enclosed by the Cp curve in Figure 20. Therefore, it can be deduced that the
curve lifted by the dual-plane effect tends to generate more lift force.

Figure 20: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Gap 138mm, AOA 12 degrees, all staggers, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 21: Pressure distribution for Bottom airfoil at Gap 138mm, AOA 12 degrees, all staggers, 𝑅𝑒=6×104

For the bottom airfoil, the pressure coefficient rapidly reaches the negative peak near the leading edge
following a laminar bubble separation corresponding to the small plateau, from x/c about 0.05 to 0.15. This
variation has also been recorded in the study of laminar flow separation [7]. Staggers 0, -75, -50, and -25
follow a similar trend while all other positive staggers follow a slightly different trend. For the bottom
airfoil, zero and negative staggers generate a constant pressure profile around x/c 0.05 to 0.15, and then
further downstream, the pressure profile smoothens. The starting point of the constant pressure area
indicates the location where the laminar boundary layer separates from the airfoil surface [7]. The end point
of the constant pressure profile indicates the transition point as the laminar boundary layer starts
transitioning into turbulence, thus forms the separation bubble. The reattachment can be seen at x/c 0.25.
No separation bubble is observed for positive staggers at this position combination. For the top airfoil, a
similar trend can be observed for zero and all negative staggers from 0.4 to 0.8 x/c.
For the bottom airfoil, it can be observed that the stagger of 175 mm shows the lowest pressure coefficient
of approximately -3.5 on the upper surface. The next low value is seen at stagger 0mm, followed by staggers
-75mm, -50mm, -25mm, and 150mm. Staggers 25mm to stagger 125mm (at 25mm increments) are seen to
have a high pressure coefficient value at the upper surface on the leading edge. As the lift coefficient is
calculated through the integration of the pressure coefficient over the surface, which is equivalent to the
area enclosed by the Cp curve, it can be deduced that the bottom airfoil generates maximum lift due to the
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presence of top airfoil at stagger 175mm followed by staggers -75mm, -50mm, -25mm and 150mm. The
remaining staggers generate less lift compared to the other staggers.
Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the pressure coefficient distribution for the same stagger-gap combination at

𝑅𝑒=1×105.

Figure 22: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Gap 138mm, AOA 12 degrees, all staggers, 𝑅𝑒=1×105
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Figure 23: Pressure distribution for Bottom airfoil at Gap 138mm, AOA 12 degrees, all staggers, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

For 𝑅𝑒=1×105 for the bottom airfoil, no separation is observed for positive staggers. For zero and negative
staggers, the region from x/c = 0.05 to 0.1 shows a brief separation and reattachment of flow on the bottom
airfoil. No separation of flow is observed on the top airfoil.
For the top airfoil, it can be observed that the stagger of 100mm shows the lowest pressure coefficient of
approximately -5.5 on the upper surface. The next low value is seen at stagger 125mm, 150mm and 175mm,
followed by staggers 75mm, 50mm, 25mm, 0mm, and then the negative staggers. Stagger -75mm is seen
to have the highest pressure coefficient values at the upper surface on the leading edge. The single airfoil
configuration at AOA 12° at 𝑅𝑒=1×105 shows the lowest pressure coefficient of -4.5 on the upper surface.
This shows a 22.2% change in the lowest pressure coefficient value when the single airfoil configuration is
changed to a dual-plane airfoil model. For the bottom airfoil, stagger -50mm shows the lowest pressure
coefficient of approximately -3.9 on the upper surface. This value increases for staggers in the order of 75mm, -25mm, 0mm 175mm, 25mm, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm, 125mm and 150mm. This indicates that for

𝑅𝑒=1×105, maximum lift is generated at a stagger of -50mm by the bottom airfoil.

4.2.2. Pressure coefficient distribution for Gap 138mm, Decalage 1 and 2
Figure 24 shows the pressure coefficient distribution for the top and bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage
1 (top airfoil is at AOA 13 degrees and bottom airfoil is at AOA 12 degrees) and 𝑅𝑒=6×104. Figure 25
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shows the pressure coefficient distribution for the top and bottom airfoil at the gap of 138mm, decalage 2
(top airfoil is at AOA 14 degrees and bottom airfoil is at AOA 12 degrees) and 𝑅𝑒=6×104.

Figure 24: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Gap 138mm, Decalage 1, all staggers,
𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 25: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Gap 138mm, Decalage 2, all staggers,
𝑅𝑒=6×104

Comparing the figures, it can be observed that the laminar boundary layer separation occurs for negative
staggers around the same x/c coordinates for the bottom airfoil at both decalages. The lowest pressure
coefficient of approximately -3.4 and -3.3 is observed on the upper surface of the bottom airfoil at a decalage
of 1° and 2°, respectively. The staggers are effective in the order most to least for 175mm, 0mm, -75mm, 50mm, -25mm, 150mm, followed by remaining positive staggers. Stagger 75mm shows the lowest lift
generation compared to the other staggers. Hence, it can be deduced that the bottom airfoil generates the
high lift from stagger -75mm to 0mm and stagger 150 and 175mm under the influence of the top airfoil.
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The lowest pressure coefficient of approximately -5.3 at the stagger of 75mm and -5.5 at the stagger of
25mm is observed on the upper surface of the top airfoil at decalage of 1° and 2°, respectively. Thus, for
the top airfoil, it can be seen that the positive staggers yield the highest lift while the negative staggers yield
the lowest lift. However, the lowest pressure coefficients do not vary a lot for decalages of 1° and 2°.

4.2.3. Pressure coefficient distribution for Gap 217, Decalage 0
Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the pressure coefficient distribution for the top and bottom airfoil at gap
217mm, decalage 0 at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively.

Figure 26: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Gap 217mm, Decalage 0, all staggers,
𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 27: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Gap 217mm, Decalage 0, all staggers,
𝑅𝑒=1×105

At a higher gap, laminar bubble separation starts occurring briefly at all staggers for the bottom airfoil at
𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the separation is seen occurring at x/c from 0.05 to 0.15. This
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indicates the separation and transition point of the flow. The reattachment of the flow occurs at x/c 0.25.
However, for 𝑅𝑒=1×105, this bubble separation is very brief, and the reattachment can be observed at x/c
0.15. The value of the pressure coefficient at the leading edge does not vary much for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and
𝑅𝑒=1×105. However, for 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the lowest pressure coefficient is observed at positive staggers
whereas, for 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the lowest pressure coefficient is observed at negative staggers.
For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, it is observed that the lowest pressure coefficient (approximately -4) on the upper surface
of the bottom airfoil is obtained at staggers 175mm and 150mm while the highest pressure coefficient
(approximately -3.6) is obtained at the negative staggers. This shows that at a high gap and negative
staggers, the top airfoil has minimum effect on the bottom airfoil, thus making the overall position
combination the least effective. Maximum positive staggers of 175mm and 150mm yield a high lift
generation at a high gap value of 217mm. At 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the lowest pressure coefficient is observed at
negative staggers whereas the maximum positive staggers show a higher pressure coefficient. This indicates
that staggers -50mm and -75mm yield higher lift for 𝑅𝑒=1×105.
The top airfoil shows a constant plateau region from x/c 0.05 to 0.8. This indicates that the pressure across
the upper surface of the top airfoil is not changing at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 as well as 𝑅𝑒=1×105. Such a surface pressure
distribution indicates that the airfoil is in a stalled state [7]. Hence, it can be concluded that the top airfoil
would not be very effective at a gap of 217mm and decalage of 0° for any stagger values.

4.2.4. Pressure coefficient distribution for all gaps at Stagger 0, -25, and 25, Decalage 0
Figure 28 shows the pressure coefficient distribution for the top airfoil (left) and bottom airfoil (right) for
all gaps at stagger 0, decalage 0, and 𝑅𝑒=6×104.

Figure 28: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger 0mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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At the stagger of 0mm, a laminar boundary layer separation is seen occurring at all gaps for the bottom
airfoil from 𝑥/𝑐 = 0.05 𝑡𝑜 0.15. At 𝑥/𝑐 = 0.15, the flow starts transitioning and at 𝑥/𝑐 = 0.2, the flow
starts reattaching to the airfoil surface. This agrees with the results we covered in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3.
For the bottom airfoil, the lowest pressure coefficient value of -3.9 is observed at a gap of 217mm. As the
gap decreases, the pressure coefficient value starts increasing. Gap 138mm shows a pressure coefficient of
approximately -3.2. For the top airfoil, gap 138mm shows the lowest pressure coefficient of -3.9 indicating
the highest lift generation at this gap. As the gap increases, the pressure coefficient increases as well. This
indicates that lift generation decreases as the gap increases for the top airfoil. It can also be observed that a
constant plateau region is developed from x/c 0.05 to 0.8 for higher gaps. Thus, it can be deduced that the
top airfoil is stalled at higher gaps. This stalling occurs from gaps 167mm to 217mm. Thus, it can be
concluded that at gap 217mm, the top airfoil generates minimum lift whereas the bottom airfoil generates
the maximum lift and for gap 138mm, the top airfoil generates maximum lift, and the bottom airfoil
generates the minimum lift.
Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the pressure coefficient distribution for the top airfoil (left) and bottom airfoil
(right) for all gaps at stagger 25mm and -25mm, decalage 0, 𝑅𝑒=6×104.

Figure 29: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger 25mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 30: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger -25mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=6×104

This shows that at a positive stagger and a low gap of 138mm, there is no boundary layer separation for the
bottom airfoil. As the gap is increased, the laminar boundary layer separation starts occurring from x/c 0.05
to 0.15. For negative stagger, the boundary layer separation bubble can be observed for all gaps considered
in this study.
For the stagger of 25mm, decalage of 0°, the lowest pressure coefficient value of approximately -4.1 for the
top airfoil and -3.1 for the bottom airfoil is obtained at a gap of 138mm. For stagger -25mm, decalage 0,
the lowest pressure coefficient value of approximately -3.3 for the top airfoil and -3 for the bottom airfoil
is obtained at a gap of 138mm. This indicates that at a gap of 138mm, the lift generated by the bottom airfoil
is not affected much by the negative stagger. However, for the top airfoil, it is observed that the lowest
pressure coefficient at stagger 25mm is approximately -4.1 whereas for stagger -25mm, this value changes
to -3.3. This shows a 19.5% decrease in the pressure coefficient value as the stagger changes from -25mm
to 25mm.
These plots also support the conclusion made from the pressure coefficient comparison for all gaps at
stagger 0mm, decalage 0 that at a gap of 138mm, the top airfoil generates the maximum lift and bottom
airfoil generates the minimum lift. For the top airfoil, stalling occurs at a gap of 167mm to 217mm.
However, for stagger -25mm, this stalling starts occurring from gap 147mm onwards. This indicates that
for negative staggers, the top airfoil is in a stalled condition at all tested gaps.
Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33 show the same cases for 𝑅𝑒=1×105.
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Figure 31: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger 0mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

Figure 32: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger 25mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=1×105
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Figure 33: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil (left) and Bottom airfoil (right) at Stagger -25mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

For 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the bottom airfoil, at the stagger of 0mm, decalage of 0°, we can see that the flow separation
starts occurring briefly for all gaps. For stagger -25mm, this separation can be seen very prominently.
However, for stagger 25mm, no separation occurs at lower gaps but as the gap increases the boundary layer
starts to separate.
For the top airfoil, at staggers of 25mm, 0mm, and -25mm, the lowest pressure coefficient value of
approximately -4.7, -4.2, and -3.8 are obtained at a gap of 138mm respectively. For the bottom airfoil, at
the gap of 138mm, and staggers of 25mm, 0mm, and -25mm, the pressure coefficient values of
approximately -2.8, -3, and -3.5 are obtained respectively. This indicates that lift generation on the top
airfoil increases by approximately 19% as stagger changes from -25mm to 25mm whereas for the bottom
airfoil, there is approximately a 20% reduction in lift generation as stagger changes from -25mm to 25mm.
For the top airfoil, the pressure coefficient value of approximately -2 is obtained at a gap of 217mm for
staggers of 25mm, 0mm, and -25mm. For the bottom airfoil, at the gap of 217mm, staggers of 25mm, 0mm,
and -25mm, the pressure coefficient values of approximately -3.6, -3.5, and -3.95 are obtained respectively.
This indicates that as the top airfoil is stalled at a gap of 217mm, there is no change in lift generation due
to stalling as the stagger is changed from 25mm to -25mm whereas for the bottom airfoil, there is a drop in
lift generation as the stagger is changed from -25mm to 0mm. Thus, it can also be concluded that the top
airfoil generates maximum lift at positive stagger.
These plots support the conclusion made from the pressure coefficient comparison for all gaps at the stagger
of 0mm, the decalage of 0° that at a gap of 138mm top airfoil generates the maximum lift and bottom airfoil
generates the minimum lift. For the top airfoil, stalling occurs at the gap of 177mm to 217mm for stagger
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of 0mm and 25mm. However, for the stagger of -25mm, this stalling starts occurring from the gap of 167mm
onwards.

4.2.5. Pressure coefficient distribution for all gaps at Stagger 175mm, Decalage 0 and 2
Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the pressure distribution comparison for the top airfoil at decalage of 0° (left)
and decalage of 2° (right) for all gaps at stagger of 175mm, at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively.

Figure 34: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at decalage 0 (left) and decalage 2 (right) at Stagger 175mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 35: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at decalage 0 (left) and decalage 2 (right) at Stagger 175mm, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

For the top airfoil, in the 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the lowest pressure coefficient value of approximately -4.85 at a gap
of 138mm with a decalage of 0° and -5.2 at a gap of 157mm with a decalage of 2° is obtained respectively.
At 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the lowest pressure coefficient value of approximately -5.2 at a gap of 138mm with a decalage
of 0° and -6.85 at a gap of 147mm with a decalage of 2° is obtained respectively. The highest pressure
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coefficient value is observed at a gap of 217mm for the decalages 0° and 2° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105,
respectively. The top airfoil at a decalage of 0° shows stalling starting at a gap of 187mm for the 𝑅𝑒=6×104,
and 197mm for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. This stalling is only seen at a gap of 217mm for the decalage of 2°. It can also
be observed that there is laminar boundary layer separation at a gap of 138mm and 147mm for the decalage
of 2°. This effect is not seen at 𝑅𝑒=1×105. Thus, it is deduced that as decalage is increased, there is a slight
reduction in lift generation at a gap of 138mm.
Thus, it can also be concluded that positive stagger of 175mm at low gaps and decalages yields good
aerodynamic efficiency. At a higher gap and decalage, separation occurs close to the leading edge of the
airfoil. This develops a wake behind the point of separation. This wake redistributes the flow over the rest
of the airfoil and significantly impairs the lift generated [16].

4.2.6. Pressure coefficient distribution for Gap 138mm, Stagger 25mm
Figure 36 and Figure 37 show pressure coefficient distribution for the bottom airfoil at a stagger of 25mm,
a gap of 138mm, all decalages at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and the 𝑅𝑒=1×105, respectively.

Figure 36: Pressure distribution for Bottom airfoil at Stagger 25mm, Gap 138mm, all decalages, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 37: Pressure distribution for Bottom airfoil at Stagger 25mm, Gap 138mm, all decalages, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

All decalages for the bottom airfoil follow a similar pressure coefficient profile at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 as well as
𝑅𝑒=1×105. Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the same position combinations for top airfoil at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and
𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively.

Figure 38: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Stagger 25mm, Gap 138mm, all decalages, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 39: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Stagger 25mm, Gap 138mm, all decalages, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, as the decalage increases, the lowest pressure coefficient on the upper surface of the bottom
airfoil (approximately -3.2, -3.15, and -3.1 at decalage 0, 1, and 2 respectively) also increases, indicating
that there is a 4% reduction in lift generation. For the top airfoil, this observation is reversed. As decalage
increases, the lowest pressure coefficient on the upper surface of the top airfoil (approximately -4, -5, and
-5.4 at decalage 0, 1, and 2 respectively) decreases, indicating that there is an increase in lift generation by
26%. For 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the top airfoil follows the same pattern observed at 𝑅𝑒=6×104. These results were also
checked for stagger -75mm and 175mm. The top airfoil was observed to follow the same pattern at these
staggers as well. However, the bottom airfoil does not follow a specific pattern at 𝑅𝑒=1×105.
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4.2.7. Pressure coefficient distribution for Stagger 100mm, Decalage 0

Figure 40: Hypothesis mechanism for the suppression of flow separation using dual-plane airfoil [17]

Figure 40 shows the hypothesis mechanism for the suppression of flow separation using the dual-plane
airfoil. The turning flow streamlines over the lead airfoil can reach the upper surface of the following airfoil,
at an appropriate stagger and gap, to suppress the separation. When the stagger is less than a critical value,
the flow stream from the lead airfoil cannot reach the surface of the following airfoil and thus has very little
effect on the following airfoil, called ineffective stagger. To test this hypothesis, we compare the pressure
coefficient distribution for the top and bottom airfoil shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42 at stagger 100mm,
decalage 0, 𝑅𝑒=6×104.
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Figure 41: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Stagger 100mm, Decalage 0, 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 42: Pressure distribution for Bottom airfoil at Stagger 100mm, Decalage 0, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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No separation can be observed for the bottom airfoil. However, for the top airfoil, as the gap increases, the
pressure coefficient profile turns into a constant plateau region from x/c = 0.05 to 0.8. This indicates that
the top airfoil is stalled at higher gaps. The lowest pressure coefficient value of -4.95 is obtained for the top
airfoil at a gap of 138mm. For the bottom airfoil, gap 217mm shows the lowest pressure coefficient value.
These results support the observations and conclusions made in sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3. Hence, it
can be concluded that the best stagger results are obtained at the stagger of 175mm, 150mm, and all negative
staggers tested in this experiment at a low gap and decalage values. The remaining staggers do not show a
significant lift generation, thus proving ineffective.

4.3 Lift and Drag Results
Lift and drag were calculated for the combined dual airfoil system for all the position combinations to find
the most aerodynamic efficient configuration using equations from section 3.5.2. The combinations shown
in Table 2 were tested for all staggers from -75mm to 175mm at every 25mm. The position combination
generating the best aerodynamic efficiency for each stagger at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 are tabulated along
with the calculated parameters in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively.
Stagger

Gap

Decalage

0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
-25
-50
-75

138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138

1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
2
2

Top airfoil
Lift
Drag
7.803
0.523
7.921
0.451
7.942
0.408
8.177
0.409
8.201
0.417
8.167
0.404
7.896
0.375
7.876
0.349
7.817
0.537
7.921
0.653
7.715
0.753

Bottom airfoil
Lift
Drag
6.151
0.273
6.234
0.367
6.255
0.431
6.290
0.471
6.425
0.486
6.582
0.469
6.723
0.432
6.660
0.354
6.125
0.242
6.177
0.220
6.281
0.227

Total
Lift
Drag
13.954
0.796
14.154
0.819
14.197
0.839
14.467
0.880
14.626
0.903
14.750
0.874
14.619
0.807
14.536
0.702
13.942
0.780
14.098
0.873
13.996
0.980

E
17.534
17.286
16.918
16.439
16.196
16.884
18.114
20.700
17.885
16.144
14.282

Table 4: Lift Drag Calculations at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Stagger

Gap

Decalage

0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175

138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138

1
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

Top airfoil
Lift
Drag
23.221
1.307
23.514
1.183
23.378
1.151
23.893
1.066
23.998
0.849
23.774
0.925
23.688
0.854
23.294
0.880
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Bottom airfoil
Lift
Drag
18.479
0.895
18.518
1.084
18.445
1.177
18.670
1.296
18.936
1.349
19.334
1.429
19.409
1.316
19.035
1.138

Total
Lift
41.700
42.032
41.823
42.564
42.933
43.109
43.097
42.329

Drag
2.202
2.267
2.328
2.362
2.198
2.354
2.170
2.018

E
18.940
18.540
17.966
18.018
19.535
18.313
19.858
20.972

-25
-50
-75

138
138
138

1
0
1

22.793
22.109
22.103

1.563
1.693
2.067

18.557
18.584
18.747

0.497
0.233
0.285

41.350
40.693
40.851

2.060
1.926
2.352

20.077
21.128
17.370

Table 5: Lift Drag Calculations at 𝑅𝑒=1×105

For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the maximum aerodynamic efficiency of 20.7 is found at stagger 175mm, gap 138mm,
decalage 0. Based on the hypothesis from section 4.2.7, it can be concluded that stagger 175 mm acts as an
effective stagger and the combined lift generated by the two airfoils is high while the combined drag is
significantly low, thereby making this position combination aerodynamically effective. It was found that
for the single airfoil, the maximum aerodynamic efficiency of 9.0 was found at AOA 13°. It is observed
that the dual-plane airfoil model has a significantly higher aerodynamic efficiency compared to the single
airfoil. The lift and drag generated by the top airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model are compared to the lift
and drag values generated by the single airfoil. These values are found to be similar. This indicates that the
additional lift and drag generated by the bottom airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model adds to the overall
aerodynamic efficiency of the model, thus, making it more efficient than the single airfoil configuration.

Figure 43: Stagger Vs. Maximum Aerodynamic efficiency at 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 44: Stagger Vs. Maximum Aerodynamic efficiency at 𝑅𝑒=1×105

Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the maximum efficiency obtained at each stagger value tested in this
experiment at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively. For 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the lowest efficiency is obtained at the
stagger of -75mm. As the stagger increases to -25mm, the efficiency increases as well. From stagger 0mm
to stagger 100mm, efficiency is seen decreasing. From stagger 100mm to stagger 175mm, efficiency starts
increasing again. This supports the hypothesis from section 4.2.7. Thus, it can be concluded that stagger
100mm acts as a critical stagger at 𝑅𝑒=6×104. Staggers 0 to 100mm act as ineffective stagger.
This trend can also be observed at 𝑅𝑒=1×105. However, here, the efficiency drops at the stagger of 125mm
and then starts increasing again until it reaches the stagger of 175mm. For 𝑅𝑒=1×105, the maximum
efficiency occurs at a stagger of -50mm, a gap of 138mm, and a decalage of 0°. While this does not follow
the trend seen at 𝑅𝑒=6×104, achieving this efficiency at a negative stagger is possible. As mentioned in the
analysis of the Beechcraft design by Winfield Foster, effective negative stagger designs have been achieved
and proved in performance [18].

4.3.1. Lift and Drag coefficients
Table 6 and Table 7 document the lift and drag coefficients for Gap 138mm, all stagger values at decalage
0 and 1, for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105 respectively.

Stagger

Gap

0
25

138
138

Top airfoil
Decalage 0
Cl
Cd
1.566
0.106
1.622
0.112

Bottom airfoil
Decalage 0
Cl
Cd
1.291
0.059
1.281
0.070
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Top airfoil
Decalage 1
Cl
Cd
1.625
0.109
1.649
0.094

Bottom airfoil
Decalage 1
Cl
Cd
1.281
0.057
1.298
0.076

50
75
100
125
150
175
-25
-50
-75

138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138

1.674
1.702
1.707
1.700
1.676
1.640
1.531
1.472
1.373

0.092
0.085
0.087
0.084
0.082
0.073
0.126
0.143
0.153

1.300
1.310
1.338
1.370
1.394
1.387
1.287
1.316
1.332

0.089
0.098
0.101
0.098
0.091
0.074
0.054
0.050
0.053

1.654
1.679
1.689
1.678
1.644
1.612
1.617
1.570
1.493

0.085
0.083
0.091
0.088
0.078
0.076
0.128
0.137
0.150

1.302
1.304
1.340
1.378
1.400
1.384
1.280
1.292
1.316

0.090
0.100
0.104
0.101
0.090
0.073
0.050
0.046
0.048

Table 6: Lift and drag coefficients for Gap 138mm, all stagger values at decalage 0 and 1, 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Stagger

Gap

0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
-25
-50
-75

138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138
138

Top airfoil
Decalage 0
Cl
Cd
1.552
0.094
1.594
0.087
1.615
0.079
1.650
0.074
1.657
0.059
1.652
0.066
1.636
0.059
1.609
0.061
1.535
0.109
1.527
0.117
1.466
0.137

Bottom airfoil
Decalage 0
Cl
Cd
1.281
0.060
1.280
0.075
1.274
0.081
1.289
0.090
1.308
0.093
1.329
0.097
1.340
0.091
1.315
0.079
1.290
0.033
1.284
0.016
1.297
0.028

Top airfoil
Decalage 1
Cl
Cd
1.604
0.090
1.619
0.088
1.638
0.078
1.653
0.075
1.642
0.066
1.642
0.064
1.620
0.062
1.605
0.067
1.574
0.108
1.579
0.127
1.527
0.143

Bottom airfoil
Decalage 1
Cl
Cd
1.276
0.062
1.279
0.073
1.280
0.086
1.292
0.092
1.310
0.096
1.335
0.099
1.342
0.094
1.317
0.101
1.282
0.034
1.277
0.018
1.295
0.020

Table 7: Lift and drag coefficients for Gap 138mm, all stagger values at decalage 0 and 1, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

Figure 45: Lift and drag coefficient profile for decalage 0, gap 138mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 46: Lift and drag coefficient profile for decalage 0, gap 138mm, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

Figure 47: Lift and drag coefficient profile for decalage 1, gap 138mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 48: Lift and drag coefficient profile for decalage 1, gap 138mm, 𝑅𝑒=1×105

Figure 45 to Figure 48 show the lift and drag coefficient profiles for the gap of 138mm, the decalage of 0°
and 1° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. The lift coefficient for the top airfoil yields the highest value. As the
stagger increases from -75mm to 175mm, the lift coefficient value increases up to 100mm and then starts
decreasing. The drag coefficient value decreases as the stagger increases. For the bottom airfoil, as the
negative stagger decreases, the lift coefficient value decreases as well. From stagger 0 to 175mm, this value
goes on increasing. The overall trend remains consistent. The drag value increases up to stagger 100mm
and then starts decreasing again.

Figure 49: Lift and drag coefficient comparison for Single airfoil and Top airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model at a gap of
138mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 49 shows the lift and drag coefficient comparison for single airfoil configuration and top airfoil in
the dual-plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm at 𝑅𝑒=6×104. The single airfoil has a higher lift coefficient
than the top airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm, stagger of 0mm, and -75mm. The top
airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm, stagger of 100mm shows a higher lift coefficient
value compared to the single airfoil. The bottom airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm,
stagger of 100mm shows the lowest lift coefficient values. The single airfoil shows the highest drag
coefficient values while the top airfoil in the dual plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm, stagger of 100mm
shows the lowest drag coefficient values. This indicates that as the single airfoil model is changed to a dualplane airfoil model, the lift coefficient on the top airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model increases and the
drag coefficient decreases, thereby, increasing its efficiency compared to the single airfoil. It can also be
observed that even though the lift coefficient on the bottom airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model is low,
the drag coefficient is also low. This indicates that for the dual-plane airfoil model, even if the lift doesn’t
increase a lot, there is a significant decrease in the drag coefficient. At AOA 12°, the single airfoil has a lift
coefficient of 1.63 and a drag coefficient of 0.19 while the top airfoil in the dual-plane configuration has a
lift coefficient of 1.71 and a drag coefficient of 0.09 at the stagger of 100mm. This shows an increase of
almost 5% in the lift coefficient and a decrease of almost 53% in the drag coefficient. This indicates that
the presence of bottom airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model slightly increases lift generation and
significantly reduces drag by the top airfoil.
Figure 50 shows a vector plot for the pressure distribution comparison and Figure 51 shows the pressure
coefficient distribution for the single airfoil at 12° and the top airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model at a
gap of 138mm, stagger of 175mm, decalage of 0° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104.

Figure 50: Vector plot for the pressure distribution comparison for the single airfoil at 12° and the top airfoil in the dual-plane
airfoil model at a gap of 138mm, stagger of 175mm, decalage of 0° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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Figure 51: Pressure distribution for the single airfoil at 12° and the top airfoil in the dual-plane airfoil model at a gap of 138mm,
stagger of 175mm, decalage of 0° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Compared with the single airfoil, it can be seen that the increase of the efficiency in the dual-plane airfoil
model is mainly because the drag has been significantly decreased while the lift has not changed much. To
understand this, Figure 50 shows a vector plot for the pressure distribution comparison and Figure 51 shows
the pressure coefficient distribution comparison between the single airfoil and the top airfoil in the dualplane airfoil model. It can be observed that the pressure distribution is changed such that there is higher
pressure on the right-hand side, and less pressure on the left-hand side on the upper surface in the dualplane airfoil model compared to the single airfoil. This high pressure on the right-hand side indicates that
there is a reduction in drag. This reduced drag helps in increasing the efficiency of the dual-plane airfoil
model.

4.4 Particle Image Velocimetry Results
While the surface pressure measurements can be used to quantify the pressure, lift, and drag parameters for
the airfoil surface, quantitative flow field measurements are taken by using a high-resolution PIV system
can reveal much more details about the transient behavior of the flow field around the airfoil. These results
are discussed in detail in this section.

4.4.1. Stagger Comparison at a Gap of 138mm, Decalage of 0°
Figure 52, Figure 53, and Figure 54 show the mean velocity plot (left) and mean velocity streamlines (right)
for bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0, 𝑅𝑒=6×104 for staggers -50mm, 0mm and 50mm respectively.
The blue region without vectors indicates the shadow region as the laser beam illuminates the upper surface
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of the airfoil from the downstream. The S826 airfoil is roughly outlined in the plots to show the position of
the actual airfoil. The leading edge is approximately located at (0,0) for all PIV results.

Figure 52: PIV mean velocity results (left) and mean velocity streamlines (right) for bottom airfoil at stagger of -50mm,
decalage=0, gap= 138mm at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 53: PIV mean velocity results (left) and mean velocity streamlines (right) for bottom airfoil at stagger of 0mm,
decalage=0, gap= 138mm at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 54: PIV mean velocity results (left) and mean velocity streamlines (right) for bottom airfoil at stagger of 50mm,
decalage=0, gap= 138mm at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

These results show that the overall velocity is around 9 m/s for 𝑅𝑒=6×104. The velocity over the leading
edge of the airfoil is higher than the surrounding velocity at all staggers. The high velocity in the red region
indicates a lower pressure over this region. The adverse pressure gradient over the upper surface of the
airfoil is more severe at the stagger of -50mm compared to the stagger of 50mm. The streamlines for the
stagger of -50mm show a large-scale flow separation over almost the entire upper surface of the airfoil due
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to the burst of the laminar separation bubble. This leads to the formation of a very large recirculation region
in the wake of the airfoil. As a result, the size of the wake region (the region with velocity deficit
downstream of the airfoil) is increased, indicating a significant increase in the aerodynamic drag force
acting on the airfoil. Referring to the stagger comparison in the pressure tests, it can be observed that the
pressure distribution does not show a stalled phenomenon at all. The drag coefficient for this case is 0.05,
which does not show agreement with the PIV results. The dual-pane airfoil model structure was altered
after the pressure tests and before the PIV tests. This disagreement between the test results could be due to
the changes in the model structure. Thus, it can be concluded that even if the lowest pressure coefficient
was obtained at negative staggers according to the pressure tests, the significant aerodynamic drag makes
this stagger less effective overall. At stagger 0mm, a slight wake region is observed at the trailing edge of
the tail, thus indicating a small drag force. This effect is reduced completely for the stagger of 50mm. This
shows that positive stagger can generate the highest lift which agrees with the overall conclusions made
from the pressure tests at 𝑅𝑒=6×104.
The following figures show the instantaneous velocity, instantaneous vorticity, Normalized Reynold’s
Stress, and Turbulent Kinetic Energy plots for staggers -50mm, 0mm, and 50mm respectively.

Figure 55: PIV results for bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0, stagger -50mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors
(b) Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynolds Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution
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Figure 56: PIV results for bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0, stagger 0mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors
(b) Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynolds Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution

Figure 57: PIV results for bottom airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0, stagger 50mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors
(b) Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynolds Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution

The instantaneous velocity and vorticity distribution show that as the stagger changes from 50mm to 0mm
to -50mm, the flow over the upper surface of the airfoil becomes highly unstable causing unsteady vortex
structures. The Reynolds stress distribution can be observed near the rear portion of the laminar separation
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bubble. It shows a significant increase of Reynolds stress in the flow field as the stagger changes from
50mm to -50mm. The negative stagger shows the maximum Reynolds stress value. The stagger of 0mm
shows a significantly lower value and as stagger changes to 50mm, this value drops even lower. The
transition point is found to be around x/c = 0.25 based on the measured Reynolds stress distribution which
agrees well with the pressure test results. The measured turbulent kinetic energy distribution is seen at the
rear part of the laminar separation bubble. Again, it can be observed that stagger -50mm shows the highest
TKE distribution compared to the other staggers. It can be seen that the regions with higher TKE are found
upstream of the transition point due to the laminar nature of the separated laminar boundary layer. The
turbulent boundary layer is much more capable of advancing against an adverse pressure gradient without
flow separation. As a result, the reattached turbulent boundary layer can stay attached to the airfoil surface
from the reattachment point to the trailing edge of the airfoil [7]. This can be observed in the TKE results
for the stagger of 0mm and 50mm.

4.4.2. Gap Comparison at a Stagger of 100mm, Decalage of 1°
Figure 58 and Figure 59 show the mean velocity streamlines for the top airfoil at a gap of 138mm (left) and
a gap of 198mm (right), at a stagger of 100mm, decalage of 1° for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105, respectively.

Figure 58: PIV mean velocity streamlines for top airfoil at gap 138mm (left) and gap 198mm (right), at stagger 100mm,
decalage 1 at 𝑅𝑒=6×104

Figure 59: PIV mean velocity streamlines for top airfoil at gap 138mm (left) and gap 198mm (right), at stagger 100mm,
decalage 1 at 𝑅𝑒=1×105
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The velocity over the leading edge of the airfoil is higher than the surrounding velocity at all staggers. The
high velocity in the red region indicates a lower pressure over this region. The adverse pressure gradient
over the upper surface of the airfoil is severe at the trailing edge at the gap of 138mm compared to the gap
of 198mm. The streamlines for the gap of 138mm show flow separation near the trailing edge on the upper
surface of the airfoil. The recirculation region can be observed in the wake of the airfoil. This indicates that
an aerodynamic drag force is acting on the airfoil. This recirculation region is more severe at 𝑅𝑒=1×105
compared to 𝑅𝑒=6×104. The red region is observed to be larger for the gap of 138mm compared to the gap
of 198mm. This indicates a higher lift generation at this gap. This proves our conclusions made in section
4.2.4 that the top airfoil generates more lift at lower gap values as shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60: Pressure distribution for Top airfoil at Stagger 0mm, Decalage 0, all gaps, 𝑅𝑒=6×104
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The following figures show the instantaneous velocity, instantaneous vorticity, Normalized Reynold’s
Stress, and Turbulent Kinetic Energy plots for the gap of 138mm and 198mm at 𝑅𝑒=6×104, respectively.

Figure 61: PIV results for top airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 1, stagger 100mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors (b)
Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynolds Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution
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Figure 62: PIV results for top airfoil at gap 198mm, decalage 1, stagger 100mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors (b)
Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynold’s Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution

The instantaneous velocity and vorticity distribution show that at gap 198mm, the flow over the upper
surface of the airfoil remains stable compared to gap 138mm. A few unsteady vortex structures can be
observed close to the trailing edge at a gap of 198mm while for the gap of 138mm, these unsteady vortex
structures can be observed from the mid-span to the trailing edge. Reynold’s stress distribution plots show
some Reynold’s stress in the flow field close to the trailing edge with a very low value at the gap of 198mm.
No laminar boundary layer separation can be observed at this gap. This agrees with the results seen in
section 4.2.4. For gap 138mm, Reynold’s stress with a slightly higher value can be observed from the midspan to the trailing edge. It can be observed that there is a slight boundary layer separation around the midspan of the airfoil followed by a quick reattachment. As there is no separation observed at 𝑅𝑒=6×104, the
TKE plot shows no significant changes at the gap of 198mm. For the gap of 138mm, the measured turbulent
kinetic energy distribution is seen to have a slightly higher value compared to the gap of 198mm.

4.4.3. Decalage Comparison at Stagger 0mm, Gap 138mm
Figure 63 shows the mean velocity streamlines for the top airfoil at the gap of 138mm, the stagger of 0mm,
decalage of 0, 1, and 2 degrees for 𝑅𝑒=6×104.
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Figure 63: PIV mean velocity streamlines for top airfoil at gap 138mm, stagger 0mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Decalage 0; (b) Decalage 1;
(c) Decalage 2

The velocity over the leading edge of the airfoil is higher than the surrounding velocity at all staggers. The
high velocity in the red region indicates a lower pressure over this region. This red region is the smallest
for decalage 0 and keeps increasing as decalage is increased. This indicates that the top airfoil generates
maximum lift at decalage 2. However, the adverse pressure gradient over the upper surface of the airfoil is
severe at the trailing edge at the decalage of 2°. The recirculation can be observed in the wake of the airfoil
at this decalage. Decalage 0 shows no laminar boundary layer separation at all. However, as the red region
is the largest for decalage 2, it proves our conclusions made in section 4.2.6 that the top airfoil generates
more lift at decalage 2.
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The following figures show the instantaneous velocity, instantaneous vorticity, Normalized Reynold’s
Stress, and Turbulent Kinetic Energy plots for gap 138mm, stagger 0mm, decalage 0° and 2° at 𝑅𝑒=6×104
respectively.

Figure 64: PIV results for top airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 0, stagger 100mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors (b)
Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynold’s Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution
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Figure 65: PIV results for top airfoil at gap 138mm, decalage 2, stagger 100mm, 𝑅𝑒=6×104; (a) Instantaneous velocity vectors (b)
Instantaneous vorticity vectors (c) Reynold’s Stress distribution (d) Turbulent Kinetic Energy distribution

The instantaneous velocity and vorticity distribution show that at the decalage of 0°, the flow over the upper
surface of the airfoil remains stable. A few unsteady vortex structures can be observed close to the trailing
edge. Similar results are seen for the decalage of 2° as well. However, the decalage of 2° has a slightly
larger wake region near the trailing edge. Reynold’s stress distribution plots show some Reynold’s stress
in the flow field over the mid-span of the airfoil surface with a very low value for decalage 0. For the
decalage of 2°, Reynold’s stress with low values can be observed close to the trailing edge. As there is no
separation observed at the decalage of 2°, the TKE plot shows no significant changes in the plot. For
decalage 0, the measured turbulent kinetic energy distribution is seen around the mid-span of the airfoil
upper surface. However, the TKE value here is low. Thus, it can be concluded that the top airfoil generates
a better lift at the decalage of 2° compared to the decalage 0°. This agrees with the results covered in section
4.2.6.
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5 Conclusion
Around 600 tests were done to develop the pressure coefficient profiles for a dual-plane airfoil system. In
these tests, at constant stagger, the effects of a change in the gap across three different decalage
configurations were observed, with all configurations conducted at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. Following
the pressure coefficient profiling procedure, the flow field was mapped by particle imaging velocimetry
testing. These experiments focused on the most efficient position combinations determined during pressure
coefficient profiling to validate the results and derive additional information including velocity
distributions, vorticity, Turbulent Kinetic Energy, and Reynolds stresses. This research was done to study
the performance of the dual airfoil system to better understand which configurations provided the best
aerodynamic efficiencies. For the Single airfoil configuration, the highest efficiency was found at the angle
of attack 13° for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and 𝑅𝑒=1×105. It was found that the single airfoil model generated a maximum
efficiency of 9 at AOA=13° degrees for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and a maximum efficiency of 9.8 at AOA=13° degrees
for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. The results obtained were compared to a previous study and it was found that the results
obtained from this experiment aligned with the results obtained in that study. For the dual-plane airfoil
model, a comparison between various staggers led to the conclusion that stagger 175mm showed the highest
lift generation. The bottom airfoil generated maximum lift at stagger 175mm for 𝑅𝑒=6×104. For 𝑅𝑒=1×105,
it was observed that the bottom airfoil showed the highest lift generation at negative staggers. However, the
top airfoil showed a reduction in lift generation at negative staggers. The maximum lift generation for top
airfoil was observed at staggers from 75mm to 175mm. Thus, for the dual-plane airfoil model, the negative
staggers proved to be less effective at 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and more effective for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. After comparing the
results for various gaps, it was observed that the top airfoil generated maximum lift at the lowest gap of
138mm while the bottom airfoil generated minimum lift at this gap. However, considering the dual-plane
airfoil model, maximum efficiency was obtained at a gap of 138mm. The results comparison for decalages
showed that the top airfoil generated maximum lift at decalage 2 while the bottom airfoil generated
maximum lift at decalage 0. For the whole system, decalage 0 and 1 proved to be the most efficient. The
aerodynamic efficiency calculation shows that a maximum efficiency (L/D) of 20.7 is obtained at a gap of
1.38c, a stagger of 1.75c, and a decalage of 0 for 𝑅𝑒=6×104 and a maximum efficiency of 21.1 is obtained
at a gap of 1.38c, a stagger of -0.50c, and a decalage of 0 for 𝑅𝑒=1×105. These efficiency values were
observed to be greater than the single airfoil due to a significant reduction in drag. The PIV measurements
on the flow over the top and bottom airfoils revealed that the suppression of the separation due to the certain
gap and stagger, which validated the pressure data collected during the pressure tests.
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Appendix A
Stagger Decalage Gap 1
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Appendix B
Stagger Comparison Plots Code:
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
sheet=[1,2,3]
for i in sheet:
df00 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 0\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i)) #pull in
three desired csv files
df01 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 25\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df02 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger -25\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df03 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 50\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df04 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger -50\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df05 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 75\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df06 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger -75\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df07 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 100\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df08 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 125\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df09 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 150\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df10 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 175\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))

df11=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\STAGGER 0\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df12=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 25\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df13=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 25\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df14=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 50\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df15=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 50\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df16=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 75\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df17=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger 75\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df18=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger
100\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df19=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger
125\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
df20=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger
150\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))
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df21=pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\LAMINAR\CSV\Stagger
175\Sheet{}.csv'.format(i))

title0='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '138' # these lines set the plot titles
title1='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '147'
title2='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '157'
title3='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '167'
title4='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '177'
title5='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '187'
title6='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '197'
title7='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '207'
title8='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:][:10] + ' Gap=' + '217'
# this line merges the three csv files horizontally into one dataframe
horizontal_stack = pd.concat([df00,df01,df02,df03,df04,df05,df06,df07,df08,df09,df10], axis=1)
# the line below renames the column names
horizontal_stack.columns = range(horizontal_stack.shape[1])
df3=horizontal_stack
horizontal_stack1 = pd.concat([df11,df12,df13,df14,df15,df16,df17,df18,df19,df20,df21], axis=1) # this line merges the three
csv files horizontally into one dataframe
# the line below renames the column names
horizontal_stack1.columns = range(horizontal_stack1.shape[1])
df31=horizontal_stack1
t=df3.loc[[13]]
b=df31.loc[[8]]
df3.loc[13,:]=b.loc[8,:].values
df31.loc[8,:]=t.loc[13,:].values
title=df3.columns[0] #this pulls the column name of the 0th column and assigns it to a variable
df4=df3.drop(df3.index[[0,14,15,16]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df5 = df4.reindex([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df5.index=range(13) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df5.drop(df5.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
df5=df5.dropna(axis='columns')
df5=df5.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
#df5=-1*df5.iloc[:, 1::18] #- get every second column, beginning with the third
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df5.insert(0, "coords", [0,0.035,0.073,0.112,0.152,0.213,0.274,0.345,0.449,0.590,0.649,0.768,0.925], True) #this inserts the
coordinates for plotting
#Extrtapolation
dfx=df5
dfx.drop(df5.columns[0], axis=1)
y1=df5.loc[[11]].values
y2=df5.loc[[12]].values
x=1
x1=0.768
x2=0.925
dfxx=pd.DataFrame(y1+((x-x1)/(x2-x1))*(y2-y1),columns=df5.columns)
df5=df5.append(dfxx, ignore_index=True)
####################Lower Surface#######################
df41=df31.drop(df31.index[[0,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df51 = df41.reindex([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df51.index=range(8) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df51.drop(df51.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
df51=df51.dropna(axis='columns')
df51=df51.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
#df51=-1*df51.iloc[:, 1::18]
df_top=df5.head(1) #this takes the first row of the top dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
df_bot=df5.tail(1) #this takes the last row of the dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
df51.insert(0, "coords", [0.036,0.086,0.127,0.217,0.323,0.452,0.620,0.841], True) #this inserts the coordinates for plotting
df51=pd.concat([df_top,df51,df_bot]) #this combines all three dataframes
#Gap 138
plt.figure(0)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=2,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=21,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
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df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=40,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=59,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=78,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=97,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=116,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=135,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=154,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=173,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=192,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=2,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=21,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=40,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=59,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=78,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=97,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=116,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=135,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=154,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=173,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=192,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title0)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis

handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 147
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plt.figure(1)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=4,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=23,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=42,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=61,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=80,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=99,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=118,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=137,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=156,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=175,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=194,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=4,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=23,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=42,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=61,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=80,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=99,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=118,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=137,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=156,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=175,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=194,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title1)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
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handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')

plt.show()

#Gap 157
plt.figure(2)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=6,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=25,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=44,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=63,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=82,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=101,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=120,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=139,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=158,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=177,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=196,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=6,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=25,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=44,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=63,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=82,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=101,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=120,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
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df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=139,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=158,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=177,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=196,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title2)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 167
plt.figure(3)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=8,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=27,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=46,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=65,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=84,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=103,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=122,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=141,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=160,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=179,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=198,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')
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df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=8,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=27,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=46,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=65,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=84,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=103,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=122,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=141,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=160,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=179,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=198,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title3)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 177
plt.figure(4)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=10,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=29,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=48,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=67,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=86,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
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df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=105,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=124,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=143,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=162,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=181,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=200,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=10,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=29,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=48,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=67,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=86,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=105,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=124,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=143,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=162,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=181,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=200,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title4)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 187
plt.figure(5)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
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plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=12,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=31,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=50,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=69,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=88,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=107,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=126,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=145,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=164,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=183,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=202,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=12,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=31,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=50,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=69,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=88,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=107,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=126,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=145,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=164,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=183,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=202,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title5)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
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plt.show()

#Gap 197
plt.figure(6)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=14,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=33,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=52,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=71,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=90,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=109,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=128,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=147,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=166,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=185,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=204,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=14,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=33,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=52,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=71,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=90,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=109,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=128,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=147,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=166,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=185,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=204,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title6)
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plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 207
plt.figure(7)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=16,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=35,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=54,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=73,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=92,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=111,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=130,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=149,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=168,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=187,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=206,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=16,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=35,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=54,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=73,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=92,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=111,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
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df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=130,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=149,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=168,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=187,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=206,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title7)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the yhandles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()

#Gap 217
plt.figure(8)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 16
fig_size[1] = 16
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=18,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=37,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=56,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=75,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=94,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=113,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=132,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=151,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=170,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=189,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=208,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')
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df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=18,ax=ax,label='Stagger 0',marker='o',color='green')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=37,ax=ax,label='Stagger 25',marker='s',color='blue')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=56,ax=ax,label='Stagger -25',marker='D',color='red')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=75,ax=ax,label='Stagger 50',marker='+',color='cyan')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=94,ax=ax,label='Stagger -50',marker='<',color='magenta')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=113,ax=ax,label='Stagger 75',marker='>',color='yellow')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=132,ax=ax,label='Stagger -75',marker='|',color='black')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=151,ax=ax,label='Stagger 100',marker='H',color='orange')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=170,ax=ax,label='Stagger 125',marker='*',color='gray')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=189,ax=ax,label='Stagger 150',marker='X',color='brown')
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=208,ax=ax,label='Stagger 175',marker='d',color='purple')

plt.title(title8)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('Pressure Coefficient, Cp')
plt.gca().invert_yaxis() #this inverts the y-axis
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()
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Gap Comparison Plots Code:
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
stagger=[-75, -50,-25, 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175]
sheet=[1,2,3]
for j in stagger:
for i in sheet:
df00 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\TURBULENT\CSV\STAGGER {}\Sheet{}.csv'.format(j,i))
#pull in three desired csv files
df01 = pd.read_csv(r'E:\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\TURBULENT\CSV\STAGGER
{}\Sheet{}.csv'.format(j,i))
t=df00.loc[[13]]
b=df01.loc[[8]]
df00.loc[13,:]=b.loc[8,:].values
df01.loc[8,:]=t.loc[13,:].values
title='Pressure Coefficient Profiles at '+df00.columns[0][11:]
df4=df00.drop(df00.index[[0,14,15,16]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df5 = df4.reindex([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df5.index=range(13) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df5.drop(df5.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
df5=df5.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
df5=-1*df5.iloc[:, 1::2] #- get every second column, beginning with the third
df5.insert(0, "coords", [0,0.035,0.073,0.112,0.152,0.213,0.274,0.345,0.449,0.590,0.649,0.768,0.925], True) #this inserts the
coordinates for plotting
#df5.iloc[:,0]
dfx=df5
dfx.drop(df5.columns[0], axis=1)
y1=df5.loc[[11]].values
y2=df5.loc[[12]].values
x=1
x1=0.768
x2=0.925
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dfxx=pd.DataFrame(y1+((x-x1)/(x2-x1))*(y2-y1),columns=df5.columns)
df5=df5.append(dfxx, ignore_index=True)
df41=df01.drop(df01.index[[0,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df51 = df41.reindex([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df51.index=range(8) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df51.drop(df51.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
df51=df51.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
df51=-1*df51.iloc[:, 1::2]
df_top=df5.head(1) #this takes the first row of the top dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
df_bot=df5.tail(1) #this takes the last row of the dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
df51.insert(0, "coords", [0.036,0.086,0.127,0.217,0.323,0.452,0.620,0.841], True) #this inserts the coordinates for plotting
df51=pd.concat([df_top,df51,df_bot]) #this combines all three dataframes
"""
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 12
fig_size[1] = 10
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca() #sets common axis
"""
color=['green','blue','red','cyan','magenta','yellow','black','purple','brown']
markers=['o','s','D','+','<','>','X','H','*']
#label=[138, 147, 157, 167, 177, 187, 197, 207, 217]
label=['Gap=138mm', 'Gap=147mm', 'Gap=157mm', 'Gap=167mm', 'Gap=177mm', 'Gap=187mm', 'Gap=197mm',
'Gap=207mm', 'Gap=217mm']
for i in range(1,len(df5.columns)):
#i=i+1
print(i)
#plt.figure(1)
fig_size = plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"]
fig_size[0] = 12
fig_size[1] = 10
plt.rcParams["figure.figsize"] = fig_size
ax=plt.gca()
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df5.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=i,ax=ax,marker=markers[i-1],label=label[i-1],color=color[i-1])
df51.plot(kind='line',x='coords',y=i,ax=ax,marker=markers[i-1],label=label[i-1],color=color[i-1])
plt.title(title)
plt.xlabel('Coordinates, x/c')
plt.ylabel('-Pressure Coefficient, -Cp')
font = {'family' : 'Tahoma',
'weight' : 'bold',
'size' : 20} # font size

plt.rc('font', **font)
plt.legend(loc='best') #legend size
plt.xlim([0,1.05])
plt.ylim([7,-1.5]) #sets y-axis limits
ax.get_legend().remove()
plt.gca().invert_yaxis()
handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
labels, ids = np.unique(labels, return_index=True) #removes duplicate legend labels
handles = [handles[i] for i in ids]
plt.legend(handles, labels, loc='best')
plt.show()
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Lift Drag Calculation Code:
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
bottom=12 #set the bottom
decalage=0 # set the stagger
stagger=0
title0="Bottom=",bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 138 # these lines set the plot titles
title1="Bottom=",bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 147
title2="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 157
title3="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 167
title4="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 177
title5="Bottom=",bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 187
title6="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 197
title7="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 207
title8="Bottom=", bottom ,"Decalage=",decalage,"Stagger=",stagger, "Gap=", 217
title=[title0,title1,title2,title3,title4,title5,title6,title7,title8]
a=14*np.pi/180
df00 = pd.read_csv(r'D:\Thesis
research\PostProcessing\Retested\BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_UPPER_SURFACE\TURBULENT\CSV\STAGGER 175 RETEST\Sheet3.csv')
#pull in three desired csv files
df01 = pd.read_csv(r'D:\Thesis
research\PostProcessing\Retested\TOP&BOTTOM_AIRFOIL_LOWER_SURFACE\TURBULENT\CSV\STAGGER 175\Sheet3.csv')
t=df00.loc[[13]]
b=df01.loc[[16]]
df00.loc[13,:]=b.loc[16,:].values
df01.loc[16,:]=t.loc[13,:].values
################# TOP Data Manipulation ################
#title=df00.columns[0] #this pulls the column name of the 0th column and assigns it to a variable
df4=df00.drop(df00.index[[0,14,15,16]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df5 = df4.reindex([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df5.index=range(13) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df5.drop(df5.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
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df5=df5.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
#This needs to be change to pull in pressure instead of Cp
df5=df5.iloc[:, 0::2] #- get every second column, beginning with the third
# Need to insert x and y coordinates
df5.insert(0, "coords", [0,0.035,0.073,0.112,0.152,0.213,0.274,0.345,0.449,0.590,0.649,0.768,0.925], True) #this inserts the
coordinates for plotting
dfx=df5
dfx.drop(df5.columns[0], axis=1)
y1=df5.loc[[11]].values
y2=df5.loc[[12]].values
x=1
x1=0.768
x2=0.925
dfxx=pd.DataFrame(y1+((x-x1)/(x2-x1))*(y2-y1),columns=df5.columns)
df5=df5.append(dfxx, ignore_index=True)
####average pressure calculation ####
df5avg=pd.DataFrame() #define empty dataframe to append rows to
i=1
for i in range(1,len(df5)):
#df5avg=((df5.iloc[(i-1)]+df5.iloc[i])/2).append(df5avg)
df5arow=((df5.loc[(i-1)]+df5.loc[i])/2)

df5avg=df5avg.append(df5arow,ignore_index=True)
#df5avgg=pd.concat([df5avg[i-1], df5avg[i]], axis=1)
#df5avg[ list(df5.columns) ] = df5
xm_list=[0,0.00353915925121385,0.00730327904388682,0.0112158466898462,0.0152038102875338,0.0212516927403458,0.
027357574860008,0.0345259827803963,0.042781883667298,0.0521146299560126,0.0634576940304576,0.075733,0.091955
9141620828,0.1]
ym_list=[0.0000006,0.00352966,0.005250727,0.006567636,0.007594981,0.008794496,0.009608966,0.010187729,0.01028128
4,0.009643588,0.008293031,0.0063544,0.002815762,0]
xm=pd.DataFrame(xm_list)
ym=pd.DataFrame(ym_list)
df5avg=df5avg.drop(['coords'],axis=1)
#lift=df5avg.multiply(xm.diff().dropna(),axis="index")
####Lift Calculation ####
lift=pd.DataFrame(-df5avg.values*(xm.diff().dropna().values))
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####Lift Sum Calculation ####
lift_sum=[] #empty list to append values to
for i in range(0,len(lift.columns)):
arow=lift.iloc[:,i].sum()
#lift_sum=lift_sum.append(arow,ignore_index=True)
lift_sum.append(arow)
####Drag Calculation ####
drag=pd.DataFrame(df5avg.values*(ym.diff().dropna().values))
####Drag Sum Calculation ####
drag_sum=[]
for i in range(0,len(drag.columns)):
arow=drag.iloc[:,i].sum()
#lift_sum=lift_sum.append(arow,ignore_index=True)
drag_sum.append(arow)
Lift_Top=(np.asarray(lift_sum)*np.cos(a))-(np.asarray(drag_sum)*np.sin(a))
Drag_Top=(np.asarray(lift_sum)*np.sin(a))+(np.asarray(drag_sum)*np.cos(a))
######################################## BOTTOM SURFACE ############################################
df41=df01.drop(df01.index[[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]]) #this drops the desired rows and creates a new dataframe
df51 = df41.reindex([9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]) #this rearranges the rows and creates a new dataframe
df51.index=range(len(df51)) #this sets the new index
cols = [0]
df51.drop(df51.columns[cols],axis=1,inplace=True) #this drops the 0th column
df51=df51.astype('float') #this changes the datatype from string to float
#Cahnge to pull pressure
df51=df51.iloc[:, 0::2]
df_top=df5.head(1) #this takes the first row of the top dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
df_bot=df5.tail(1) #this takes the last row of the dataframe and stores in a single row dataframe
#x y coordinates again
df51.insert(0, "coords", [0.036,0.086,0.127,0.217,0.323,0.452,0.620,0.841], True) #this inserts the coordinates for plotting
df51=pd.concat([df_top,df51,df_bot]).reset_index(drop=True) #this combines all three dataframes
#P average calculation
# Individual Lift Drag
#Total Lift Drag
#Angle consideration
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####average pressure calculation ####
i=1
df51avg=pd.DataFrame()
for i in range(1,len(df51)):
#df5avg=((df5.iloc[(i-1)]+df5.iloc[i])/2).append(df5avg)
df51arow=((df51.loc[(i-1)]+df51.loc[i])/2)
df51avg=df51avg.append(df51arow,ignore_index=True)
df51avg=df51avg.drop(['coords'],axis=1)
xmb_list=[0,0.003629525,0.008647301,0.012664542,0.021663536,0.031748048,0.044927977,0.061999326,0.084981179,0.1]
ymb_list=[0.0000006,-0.001667986,-0.002484515,-0.002925382,-0.003831726,-0.003991932,0.002537877,0.000128354,0.001787298,0]
xmb=pd.DataFrame(xmb_list)
ymb=pd.DataFrame(ymb_list)
####Lift Calculation ####
liftb=pd.DataFrame(df51avg.values*(xmb.diff().dropna().values))
####Lift Sum Calculation ####
liftb_sum=[] #empty list to append values to
for i in range(0,len(liftb.columns)):
arow=liftb.iloc[:,i].sum()
#lift_sum=lift_sum.append(arow,ignore_index=True)
liftb_sum.append(arow)
####Drag Calculation ####
dragb=pd.DataFrame(-df51avg.values*(ymb.diff().dropna().values))
####Drag Sum Calculation ####
dragb_sum=[]
for i in range(0,len(dragb.columns)):
arow=dragb.iloc[:,i].sum()
#lift_sum=lift_sum.append(arow,ignore_index=True)
dragb_sum.append(arow)
######Lift and Dag Calculations for entire Surface ####
Lift_Bot=(np.asarray(liftb_sum)*np.cos(a))-(np.asarray(dragb_sum)*np.sin(a))
Drag_Bot=(np.asarray(liftb_sum)*np.sin(a))+(np.asarray(dragb_sum)*np.cos(a))
#################### TOTAL lift and drag for entire Airfoil #######################
TOTAL_LIFT=Lift_Top+Lift_Bot
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TOTAL_DRAG=Drag_Top+Drag_Bot
print('TOTAL_LIFT=',TOTAL_LIFT)
print('TOTAL_DRAG=',TOTAL_DRAG)
## convert your array into a dataframe
dftl = pd.DataFrame (TOTAL_LIFT)
dftd = pd.DataFrame (TOTAL_DRAG)
## save to xlsx file
filepathl = r'D:\Thesis research\PostProcessing\Retested\total_lift_drag\lift_file.xlsx'
filepathd = r'D:\Thesis research\PostProcessing\Retested\total_lift_drag\drag_file.xlsx'
#dftl.to_csv('file.csv',index=False)
dftl.to_excel(filepathl, index=False)
dftd.to_excel(filepathd, index=False)
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